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Scaven

LAND 


WELCOME TO
THE CLUSTER

After thousands of years of expansion, The
Coalition lost all political control. Isolated
groups of scavengers search through The
Cluster, hoping to collect a rare energy
source, the Cold Crystals. With no one left
to settle disputes, they find themselves on
the verge of conflict.
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What

What's
Scavenger Land?
Scavenger Land is a space western
tactics game with a unique reward
system implemented on Ethereum
and Polygon blockchains.
The game is being developed by a team of
engineers and designers at STRV Labs with
10+ years of web and mobile development

CATOR
experience.


Our goal is to build a game that is fun to play
and, secondly, to leverage NFTs to inspire
collectibility, motivate top players and

reward early community members for their
support.

Scavenger Land starts as a free-to-play

game. To enable collecting rewards (playto-earn mode), the player buys a Collector
Pass. Collector Passes are issued in limited
numbers per season and can be obtained

during an initial mint or at any point from the
secondary market.



In order to prevent pay-to-win scenarios, all
collectible rewards have cosmetic value.
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Gameplay
As a team of XCOM fans, we started
Scavenger Land with the dream to
develop a tactics game optimized for PvP
battle.

We

aim

to

make

the

gameplay

fast-paced

and

accessible for a casual player and to address some
of

the

common

challenges

of

PvP

tactics,

like

decision paralysis and first attack advantage.

Each player controls a squad of 3 scavengers and
decides when to attack, take cover, crouch in the
grass or venture out to capture an extra item. There
is an advantage in completing the turn within a time
limit.

Player Progression

Platform

By winning battles, players receive skill points which

We decided to leverage our WebGL experience to

can be used to level up. Players are matched based

make the game run directly in the browser. No need

on their skill level (equal levels or plus/minus one).


to download anything. Mobile optimized but staying

Leveling

up

unlocks

a

point

budget

used

to

close to the NFT ecosystem, which is largely web-

customize the equipment of the player's squad. We
will

provide

meaningful

defaults

for

those

based.

who

prefer the battle over the metagame (like we do).
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NFTs

Collector
Passes

Collector Passes are ERC-1155
based fungible token. A new
batch is issued for each season,
including a special OG Collector
Pass for early community
members.

Collector Passes enable their
holders to claim rewards while
playing Scavenger Land. More on
that in the Reward System
section.

NFTS
Collectible
WeaponS

Collectible weapons are
ERC-1155 based NFTs. They are
quirky-looking, each has a
backstory and their supply is
limited according to their rarity
level (uncommon, rare, epic,
legendary). They are a special
kind of flex. However, they do not
give their holder an advantage in
the battle.
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Character
Features

Character features are ERC-1155
based NFTs. They enable the
player to customize their ingame characters by unlocking
certain traits (haircut, jacket,
etc.). Each has a backstory and
their supply is limited according
to their rarity level (uncommon,
rare, epic, legendary). Similar to
the weapons, their value is
cosmetic and collectible.


Reward System
Scavenger Land is a combination of F2P (free-toplay) and P2E (play-to-earn) game. Each player can
choose at any point to buy and stake a Collector
Pass to start earning rewards. F2P players do not
collect tradable rewards but can always buy them
from the secondary market.



Each player who holds the Collector Pass is eligible
to claim weekly rewards. Rewards are unlocked
based on the skill leaderboard (how high they rank
against other players) and activity (winning battles
in various arenas). 


This means players with a Collector Pass are
motivated to either actively play the game or sell
their passes to other active players.

The exact mechanics of rewards distribution will be
defined prior to the game launch.

Collector Passes are a fungible token (more about it
in the Tokens section). Only a limited number of
passes will be open to mint at the beginning of each
season (supply based on the number of active
players).
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Roadmap

The development of the gameplay is still in its early stages. All descriptions of gameplay and the roadmap are subject to change.

Game Announcement
Done

Start Discord Community
Done

Gameplay Demo
In progress

Teaser Trailer

OG Season (Alpha)

Launch

Community

Website

https://scavengerland.com

Discord

https://dsc.gg/joinscavengerland

Twitter

https://twitter.com/scavenger_land
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CORD

Join Our discord
Sneak Peeks | Updates | Community | Early Access

https://dsc.gg/joinscavengerland

